Fun in the Sun (FITS) March 8-9, 2008
Dunnellon, FL, Goethe State Forest
Sedra Members
Mar 8 2008  30 Mile Limited Distance - 24 Started, 22 Finished.

1  02:46  McGonigal, Justin on  Tobasco
2  02:46  Newell, Colleen on  Ziggy  BC
3  03:18  Bisch, Edward on  Rusty
4  03:18  Winkel, Linda on  Calico Ahjami
5  03:27  Pavlos, John on  Sophisticated
6  03:32  Burton, Carla on  Cracker Jack
7  03:39  Feroglia, Leslie on  Magnufique
8  04:01  Hoyt, Peggy on  Calico Ahjami
9  04:01  O'Brien, Sheryl on  Regal Task
10  04:01  Brunjes, Kathy on  Hava Nahh
11  04:01  Stanislawski, Vicki on  HH Casaett

Mar 8, 2008 50 Mile Endurance - 36 Started, 30 Finished

1  04:13  Cummings, Karen on  First Knight  BC
2  04:13  Thomas, Kara Lee on  Sambet
3  04:36  Krell, Darlene on  Adoniz
4  04:36  Butler, Ceci on  DJB FC Estrella
5  04:36  Butler, Darolyn on  DJB Juniper
6  04:38  Allen, Elizabeth on  Khemozeddi AHR
7  04:38  Snook, Lucy on  Orzels Odyssey
8  04:53  Reynolds, Heather on  Empress Athena
9  04:53  Waxman, Alisa A. on  AA Mirafa
10  04:53  Bostic, Mike on  Moonfiddle
11  05:15  Rojek, Stephen on  Smokerise Finally
12  05:15  Barbosa, Herman on  Abbe
13  05:18  Shortland, Sheila G. on  Sheila's Nevada Red
14  05:18  Gallant, Garnet on  Jal Bas Kalid
15  05:30  Steiner, Carol on  Jumpin Jax

Mar 9 2008  100 Mile Endurance - 31 Started, 15 Finished.

1  10:39  Green, Lisa C. on  Amana Tabi
2  10:49  Butler, Darolyn on  DJB Mercy Mercy
3  10:49  Butler, Ceci on  DJB Sombreuil
4  12:17  Worthington, Guy on  Fast William  BC
5  12:18  Ball, Troy on  WMA Rattler
6  12:18  Mathews, Barbara on  Indian Halo
7  12:21  Sturley, Ruth on  RBF Super Sport
8  12:21  Reynolds, Jeremy on  Cal Flaming Emit
9  12:37  Al Maktoum, Madiya on  Mollys Valiant Heart
10  12:37  Worthington, Jan on  Golden Lightning
11  13:56  Green, Julie on  Teese
12  13:56  Birnbaum, Moises on  JS Sedona Sun
13  16:04  Kanavy, Valerie on  Gold Raven
14  16:34  Lambert, Mary on  Psyche On Fire
15  16:34  Barbo, Candy on  CR Windsor

Mar 9 2008 50 Mile Endurance - 14 Started, 13 Finished

1  04:30  Phillips, Christina on  Mind Of His Own
2  04:30  Cummings, Karen on  First Knight
3  05:06  Krell, Darlene on  Virtuous
4  05:06  Pearson, Laurie Whaley on  Rohara Royale  BC
5  05:58  Van Deusen, Cheryl on  Nazeefs Pinot Noir
6  06:03  Shortland, Sheila G. on  Sheila's Nevada Red
7  06:03  Reynolds, Heather on  No Show Jones
8  06:47  Stanislawski, Vicki on  Flash Flame
9  06:51  Magee, J.D. on  Lucky
10  06:56  Winburn, Lisa B. on  Hungry Eyes
11  06:56  Vidal, Sophie on  Diamond El Shem
12  07:18  Hartmann, Lynn on  Shyrocce Criseyde
13  08:00  Tudor-Hayes, Denise on  American Treasure